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Introduction. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with identity, which we denote by 1. If S is not a group, then there is a proper
unique minimal ideal MQS which is itself compact and connected,
and hence also there is a minimal compact connected subsemigroup
containing the identity and meeting M. Such a semigroup we call
irreducible, (The property of being irreducible is independent of the
semigroup in which such a semigroup is contained.) 2 Because every
compact connected semigroup with identity which is not a group contains an irreducible semigroup joining its identity to its minimal
ideal, the study of these is of utmost importance and a knowledge of
their structure appears to be more or less an optimal expectation in
the direction of a general structure theorem for compact semigroups
(although in particular cases, of course, more can be expected). It
is the purpose of this note to announce the structure of several large
classes of irreducible semigroups (which in particular includes the
abelian ones, a case in which quite a bit is already known from the
work of Hunter [5]). The proof is quite lengthy and will appear in
our forthcoming book.
The structure of the maximal subgroup of the identity, being a
compact group, and of the minimal ideal, being a Rees product of
groups [lO], is known. Attempts to move out into the remaining
portion have been successful in particular cases [2 ], [3 ], [7 ], the degree
of success being to a large extent proportional to the success in finding the structure of an irreducible subsemigroup joining the identity
and the minimal ideal. In every previous case in which this structure
has been found, the irreducible semigroup has been an J-semigroup
(i.e., a semigroup with identity on an arc such that the minimal
ideal reduces to one end point [7]) or the closure of a one-parameter
subsemigroup [ l ] . However, examples of much more complicated
irreducible semigroups have been given by Hunter [4], and some information about these semigroups was obtained by him and Rothman [ó] and by Rothman [8], [9 ], mainly in the case of normal semi1
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An equivalent definition is : a semigroup is irreducible if it is compact, connected,
has an identity, and contains no proper compact connected subsemigroup containing
its identity and meeting its minimal ideal. In the terminology of Hunter and Rothman,
this is a semigroup algebraically irreducible between the identity and some idempotent in the minimal ideal.
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groups (i.e., semigroups 5 such that xS = Sx for every x), and in particular by Hunter [S], where the abelian case was almost characterized, but the full structure was left unsettled. (It will be clear that
all previous results in this direction can be derived quite simply from
our structure theorem.)
1. The hormos. In this section we describe a process by which a
large class of semigroups may be constructed. a A more general process
will appear in our book, but this will suffice to describe the classes of
irreducible semigroups we shall consider. The intuitive notion involves a chaining process in which compact semigroups of a particularly nice nature are chained together in a similar fashion to that of
chaining interval semigroups to form the class of /-semigroups [7].
For this reason, we call this construction a hormos, from opfios, meaning "ornamental chain." In the construction, it will be helpful to keep
in mind the examples of Hunter and Rothman [ó], even though these
examples do not reflect the full nature of the construction in the most
general situation.
The construction. The hormos will be constructed from a collection
of objects (X, SXf mxy) where
(a) X is a totally ordered compact set with minimal element 0
and maximal element m. We shall denote by X' the set of all elements x>0 such that ]yt x[ = 0 for some y<x, where ]y, x[ = { s £ X :
y<z<x}.
(Of course X is connected if and only if X' is empty.)
(b) Sx, for each x £ I , is a compact semigroup with identity lx.
We let Gx denote the maximal subgroup for which lx is the idempotent, and Mx the minimal ideal of Sx. The following conditions on
these objects are assumed satisfied:
(i) Mx is a group with idempotent ex (this implies sex — exs for all
SÇLSX).

(ii) If x$.X', then Sx = Gx = Mx.
(c) mxy: Sy—*GX is a homomorphism for each x<y such that
mxymyz = mxz

for

x < y < z,

mxy(s) = mxy(sey) = ntxy(eys),

s £ Sy.

(We shall denote the identity function on Sx by mxx.)
(d) mxy\ My is an injection if ]x, y[ = 0.
(e) The function <j>x: G«—>Ü{G«: z<x} defined by
' This construction is, up to a point and from the purely algebraic point of view,
quite similar to that used by Clifford (Semigroups admitting relative inverses^ Ann. of
Math. (2) 42 (1947), 1037-1049) in the study of semigroups which are unions of
groups. However, we extend this both algebraically and topologically.
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<t>x(g)z = nizx(g)

for 0<xQX\
where Ü J C ^ : z<x} is given the product topology, is
an isomorphism onto the projective limit
lim {Gz, mzy, z < y < x} C I I {Gz: Z < x).
With these building blocks, we now proceed with the construction
of a new semigroup as follows:
Let P denote a disjoint union of the semigroups Sx, and p: P-+X
the function which is defined by p(s)=x if s ES*. We define multiplication in P by
s-t = wW(,)(5)-wMP(o(0»

M = min{p(s),

p(t)}.

We now define
mx: p~~l(\x, m\) —> G*
by

mx(s) =

tnxP(8)(s),

and by means of these functions a basis JB for a topology on P by
(a) any open set of Sx — Gx is in B.
(b) If W is an open interval in X, w = g.l.b. W, and U is any open
set in Sw, then

F(TF,

to - p~\w) n (er u ^"V n GJ)

is in .£>.
With this topology, P becomes a compact semigroup. Now we
define the following relation R on P: The cosets of R are {wM„(s), 5}
if ]JU, v[ = 0> p(s)=v and s E M , and are singleton sets otherwise.
It follows that R is a closed congruence relation so that the space
T=P/R is a compact semigroup. Since there is a natural embedding
of Sx in r , we shall identify Sx with its image under the embedding.
Then l m is the identity for T and Go is the minimal ideal. This semigroup T we denote by
T = Horm(X, Sx, mxy)
and call it the hormos over the system (X, S*, m^).
2. Completely irreducible semigroups. In this paragraph we describe the structure of the "building blocks" which are used in the
construction of an irreducible hormos.
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An irreducible semigroup is said to be completely irreducible if it
contains no proper irreducible semigroup outside the minimal ideal.
Equivalently, an irreducible semigroup is completely irreducible if
any idempotent which is not the identity lies in the minimal ideal.
We shall say that a semigroup S is irreducible with respect to its maximal subgroup G if 5 is a connected compact semigroup with identity
which contains no proper connected compact subsemigroup containing G and meeting the minimal ideal. It is then completely irreducible
with respect to its maximal subgroup if for any connected compact subsemigroup S' with identity such that GSfG<Z.S\ it follows that
S' — S, or S' C.G or 5 ' is contained in the minimal ideal.
In the characterization of irreducible semigroups, one is able to
build up, using techniques of Koch, Mostert and Shields, chains
of subsemigroups each of which is a hormos with abelian maximal
group. In order to apply a tower argument and not to build up undesired structure at the same time, it is necessary to generalize these
procedures in order to find the subsemigroups in the centralizer of
the maximal subgroup of an idempotent, or at least of any abelian
subgroup thereof. Hence a complete characterization for irreducible
semigroups demands first the characterization of semigroups which
are completely irreducible with respect to their maximal subgroups,
and indeed this may be the most difficult remaining step, although
one must also treat the case where S has an /-semigroup of idempotents whose maximal element is the identity. The problem in both
cases is to show that the component of 1 of the centralizer of the
maximal subgroup G of the identity contains points not in G. For
normal semigroups, and for certain other classes, we are able to obtain this. We now describe a class of semigroups which are completely
irreducible with respect to their maximal subgroups. It is our belief
that these are all of them, but we are not able to prove this at this
time.
Let A be a compact connected abelian group with a dense oneparameter subgroup a n d / : [0, oo [—>A a monomorphism of the additive semigroup of non-negative real numbers with dense image. Addition on [0, oo [ can be extended continuously to the one point compactification [0, oo ] so that a + oo = oo = oo +a for all a G [0,
00

(and in fact is isomorphic under the natural extension of x—>exp x
with the unit interval [0, l ] under multiplication.) The space [0, oo ]
XA is a compact semigroup with respect to coordinatewise multiplication. Define the subsemigroup
2(f,A,

oo) = {(t,f(t)):te

[0, » ) } W {<*>}

XA.
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Let O ^ a ^ o o , and let Q be the congruence relation denned by
((*, h), 0', fc'))G(? if h = h' and either t = t', or t, t'^a. Define 2 ( / , 4 , a)
= 2 ( / , 4 , <*>)/(?. Then £(ƒ, ^4, a) is a completely irreducible semigroup.
Now let G be any compact group, 31 a collection of closed normal
subgroups of A XG, and F: [0, 00 ]—>9fl a function satisfying
(i) F ( 0 ) = { ( l f 1)},
(ii) F(a)C\A X { 1 } = {(1, 1)},
(iii) s<t implies F(s) C ^ ( 0 ,
(iv) a < / implies F(a) = Fit),
(v) n { / 7 ( 0 ^ > * } = ^ ) , 5 < a f
(vi) AXB/F(a)
is connected.
Then F determines a closed congruence relation on 2 ( / , A, a)XG,
which we again denote by F, by
((*, A, «), (*', *', «')) G *• if / - t' and (A"**', f V ) £

F(f).

Then (2(/, ^4, a) XG)/F is completely irreducible with respect to the
maximal subgroup {(0, 1)} XG. We have then the following results,
of which the first is known. (See [l] for example.)
T H E O R E M A. A compact semigroup is completely irreducible if and
only if it is isomorphic to some 2 (ƒ, A, a).

It is conjectured that a semigroup 5 which is completely irreducible
with respect to its maximal subgroup can contain no idempotent
other than the identity outside its minimal ideal.
We list here nine properties which a semigroup S may have, any
one of which will enable us to characterize the irreducible semigroups
having that property. In the case of affine semigroups, this is of course
trivial since every idempotent ƒ determines a semigroup {(1 —CK) • 1
+<*•ƒ: O r g a g l } isomorphic to 2 ( / , { l } , 00) However, we desire
even more, and that is that such an irreducible semigroup exist in
the centralizer of the maximal subgroup, and this is not trivial in
any of these cases except for idempotent irreducible semigroups satisfying P L
P0. Each component of the set of idempotents is an abelian set.
P L Sx = xSior all * G S .
P2. For each idempotent e not in the minimal ideal, and x(EeSe,
xHeCHeX or xHe~2)Hex where He is the maximal subgroup with e as
identity.
P3. Some neighborhood of He in eSe has an embedding under a
local isomorphism into a Lie group for every idempotent e not in the
minimal ideal where He is the maximal subgroup with e as identity.
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P4. The P-class decomposition of 5 is an arc and the set of idempo tents is totally ordered under eSf if e G fSf.
P5. The L-class and i^-class decompositions are totally ordered.
P6. S is an affine semigroup.
P7. S is isomorphic to a semigroup of matrices.
REMARK. In an irreducible matrix semigroup, there can be at most
n + 1 idempotents where n is the rank of the identity matrix of the
semigroup.
PK. The .D-class of every idempotent is the same as its iJ-class
(which is the maximal group of this idempotent).
REMARK. This condition has been suggested by R. J. Koch.
THEOREM B. A compact semigroup which satisfies one of the properties
P I , • • • , P7, P K is completely irreducible with respect to its maximal
subgroup if and only if it is isomorphic to (2(/, A, a) XG)/F for some
collection (ƒ, A, a, G, F). If the maximal group is abelian then this
conclusion holds also if PO is satisfied ; then S is abelian.
THEOREM C. Let S be a hormos. Then S is irreducible if and only if
5 = Horm (X, Sx, mxy), where
(i) S is abelian.
(ii) Sx=(2(fx, Ax, ax)XGx)/Fxfor
some system (Jxt Ax, ax, Gx, Fx).
(iii)
Gm={l}.
(iv) fx'P~x]x, m]—*Gx is surjectivefor every x £ Z .
T H E O R E M D. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with identity
which satisfies one of PO, P I , • • • , P7, PK. Then S is irreducible if
and only if it is isomorphic to an irreducible hormos.
T H E O R E M E. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with identity
satisfying one of P I , • • • , P7. Then S contains an irreducible hormos
T which contains the identity of S, meets the minimal ideal, and is contained in the centralizer of the maximal subgroup of the identity. In the
case of PO and PK, an irreducible hormos containing the identity and
meeting the minimal ideal can be found in the centralizer of any compact
connected abelian subgroup of the maximal subgroup.
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